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PROLOGUE 

One should relax with an open mind and spirit, when 

reading the following scientific explanation of the universal 

point of origin, documented within the Torah and by Isaac 

Newton’s Laws of Gravity, Einstein’s Laws of Relativity, 

and Galilee’s proven theories on the ways in which light, 

magnetism, and electricity work together to light up our 

modern world, in the same way the ancient stars, moon, 

planets, and sun did for curious gazers like Galileo, who 

spent his time on Earth fighting for justice within a 

monarchical dictatorship, invented his own telescope to get 

a better gaze at the starry skies at night, and looked into the 

fiery sun head on, without ever going blind. On the 

contrary, one could say Galileo had the equivalent talent 

Leonardo DaVinci had in art and painting the future as a 

way to enhance their experiences in our ongoing creation 

story… One could in fact state with certainty that Galilees 

vision was only further magnified by his “unconventional” 

activities. Whether it be sun gazing the days away by the 

ocean to come up with the first scientific explanation of our 

Moons magnetic pull and the impact it has always had on 



 

the tides, low and high depending on which angle of our 

Earth you are standing upon.  

This prologue incorporates a brief excerpt over the 

scientifically explained truths over spiritual doctrine and 

physics being the first and most solid form of science 

which proves our “living scrolls,” of ancient still remain to 

this day— Filled with fact hidden beneath symbolic arts in 

wording, language, vowels, mathematics, geometry, 

numbers, historical documentation and in doing so, one 

could argue that Judaism at its most fundamental way of 

thinking and believing in G-d, is very much the most pure 

form of reality—as it is all backed by facts in scientific 

revolutionary periods by mainly religious men who brought 

this way of thinking to our world— and lived to make our 

modern world a better place than their own- as we must 

force ourselves to think purely independently, all biases 

and religion aside — when deciphering that which has been 

proven time and time again by the greats— the brave men 

and women who made our universal magic tangible— 

using the scientific wisdom of G-d and the world Around 

them to break grounds throughout the ages. We look back 



 

today to understand and efficiently move forward 

tomorrow. 

Sharing this writing today, on behalf of our worldwide, 

(voluntary), mass enlightenment shortage crisis, we are 

experiencing in our current times. I rarely write about 

anything non-political, but when I do, I explore our 

universal truths in a different light, from a scientific 

perspective that is turned into a multi-dimensional analysis 

based on the same scientific method all true “Poly Sci-ers” 

use to develop an argument or theory and prove it by 

arguing the most logical explanation needed to withstand 

the times in which we live and will withstand decades after. 

Just as in a foreign or domestic policy implementation 

debate or work assignment I have— I use the natural laws 

in humankind combined with the formulas of physics and 

common. Sense — to prove each element of the scientific 

debate, with G-ds awesome world and the deep symbolism 

in Torah scripture and in meanings of holidays and seasons, 

we can all relate to this curiosity. 



 

Simply put: From the perspective eyes of The World as We 

Once Could See it; We find the most real Magic there ever 

was:    The Magic of what— Is.  Shine on, Dreamer. 

 

E Equals M, Plus C, Squared 

Science has shown that there’s only one “substance-less 

substance” that can change into matter. And that’s energy. 

Einstein’s famous equation, E=MC2, tells us that energy can 

change into matter. And once it changes into matter, time grabs 

hold. Before Einstein, the Laws of Relativity were undefined in 

both the understanding of theory and physics. Although 

Philosophers and scientists of all ages had been theorizing and 

contemplating for centuries, similar ideas since the beginning of 

time, dating as far in human history can go, thanks to good ole Al, 

we know these laws of nature both scientifically & philosophically 

(spiritually), now; However, most thinkers today, still cannot think 

for themselves as most cannot debate nor connect the latter to the 

former, and vice versa—leaving the latter object up to subjective 

interpretation in a variety of field, in our modern world. A tip for 

others out there whom are too fascinated by the designs of time-

space from the philosophical, natural, scientific if we could truly 

ever begin to understand the knowledge of natural law and 

understand G-d’s will simultaneously, one would require the 

unconditional, uniquely creative skill set, and a mind so open that 

the freedom to think, observe, question, and speak—anything other 

than an original thought—- must be eliminated from ones mind, 

and for the most part, could not have learned anything at all unless 

the basis of faith as an explanation for unexplained reasons and 

causes in nature, must have been implemented by G-d Almighty 

through the individual soul to accept and seek— the wisdom that 



 

only the tree of knowledge in the most fundamental sense— could 

make possible the unveiling of the improbable, in ones own mind, 

through the soul that most likely was born with the purpose of 

finding these reasons at the start of their lifespan. For, in the 

beginning of all creation, G-d said let there be light. And there was 

light. Or, in the words of the infinite universe, In the beginning, 

space-time reacted to the following equation, which produced the 

existence of life, at its own foundation: 

E=MC^2 

Furthermore, We know that (E) = energy ― or the light beams, 

radio waves, gamma rays, x-rays ― all travel at the speed of light, 

(C), 300 million meters per second. At the speed of light, time does 

not pass. The universe was aging, but time only grabs hold when 

matter is present. This moment of time before the clock begins for 

the Old Testament, or our universal Bible, lasted about 1/100,000 

of a second. A miniscule time. But in that time, the universe 

expanded from a tiny speck, to about the size of the Solar System. 

From that moment on we have matter, and time flows forward. The 

Biblical clock begins here, at E equals M, C, squared. 

Side Thoughts from KBM/The Author: 

– Isn’t it but strange to realize how both rhythm and sound were 

born out of the extraordinary circumstances birthed during the 

phenomena resulted by way of creation. Just as the reflections 

illuminating the rays of light are complemented by the shadows of 

darkness on land, water is rooted from the same seed, in the 

beginning there was light which was used to bring all the elements 

of the universe into existence. These same forces of nature birthed 

the light that survived out of nothingness to cause that which 

brought the seas into existence. The One Creator of all of us, 

creatures and mankind— motioned and brought forth the creation 

of the 7 seas on Earth and H20 in general, via the wave lengths 

serving as vessels for energy to travel at the same time and 

distance as light—For the destined patterns we see in opposing 



 

forces are the keys which vibrate and attract energy to and from 

objects in nature. 

-Nature is filled with hidden patterns and parallel wavelengths 

refracting and reflecting off the moon beams which give light to 

the stars at night and and the motion that pulls the tides of our 

oceans to and fro, high and low. Thus, the meanings of life are the 

very same sparks which first created all nature and Her inhabitants 

to date. Before the wind collided with the very first foundational 

elements aka the beams of fire which brought and continue to 

bring about the life of the inhabitants of our planets’ oceans. These 

first moonbeams of light were and still are the same electrical 

magnetic waves of energy used to bring in the tides of the Earth—

millions of years since the creation of the universe began— this 

electricity lives on in our lives—and are still the fundamental tools 

used to measure weather today in meteorology and are now 

explained by science in forms of chemical equations, geometry, 

and nuclear physics. 

-Therefore, we now have solid scientific evidence which proves 

what every human being that’s ever lived has known at their 

core—that God made both man and beast on the same day, the 6th 

day of creation is to the realization that light and water were 

created on the same day. The moon and stars may only fulfill their 

functions if the laws of attraction in nature continue in motion at 

the same rate throughout the rest of time. Alas the Intertwining of 

my two favorite elements at once: Light & Water were made for 

you and me. And all the creatures and organisms in between, all 

were created along side each other to reflect the rhythms of sound 

and song by way of the rays of the moon and sun meeting halfway. 

At sea level one reaches the silence consuming the ocean floor. 

The beams of the moon move the tide at this level, this same light 

is used by the sun rays which are used for many reasons too, and 

the stars illuminating the darkness on both land and water give the 

ocean brightness even in the middle of nothingness, the shadows of 

the moon and stars light the seas in similar manner. The lightning 



 

and thunder that falls with the rain signify the beat marching to 

life’s drum by way of clashing in communication with one another. 

The thunder is the sound announcing the introduction of the 

lightning not far away, as it grows closer the winds blow the 

waters alongside the storms which parallel the laws Nature 

cleverly abides by, and has done so since birth of all life. A 

specific reason is given to each and every detail in creation, but 

why is it that the laws of attraction, or the forces which cause 

opposites to attract also signify day and night to the inhabitants of 

all the lands on Earth? The differences lie within the secrets in 

between the light and the dark. The time when twilight transitions 

night to day and day to night. The location of this phenomena is 

where the answer is found. The key is to examine the movements 

on land by comparing them to the waters and rivers and streams of 

all kinds. when Darkness settles during the day when a rain storm 

is forming above. The sounds of the thunder are much more 

intense above water than they are below. But why does lightning 

strike so violently Light & Water = pure cosmic serenity. Out of 

rays of light, the beat of a certain rhythm is combined to form 

shadows which illuminate the darkness, by enhancing the twilight 

in between waves of energy such as waves of electricity as well as 

waves turned by the tides. Serene vibrations reflect the rays of light 

beaming down to shadow the beauty of creation and the 

significance of the origins of all 92 universal elements beat to a 

drum one can only sense while immersed in the first two elements 

to come into existence. Enlightenment galore and all at once the 

rays of light and waves of the ocean collide into the rhythm of your 

soul to beat to the drum of my own heaven on Earth. Looking at 

moon tonight. Half crescent and sky bright with G-ds creation, 

stars with Forests blooming like a couple of hundred giant, magic 

beanstalks, stretching over the rainbow horizon —- from the dirt of 

the earth to the highest point of light at the speed of light through 

the gravity holding up The spinning global atmosphere — floating 

waves in the sky —- float on above and so below— endlessly wild 



 

and charming by day, invisible by night—- our solar system 

guarded by clouds of swords and shields of freedoms wind —- all 

above the horizon —- turning at an opposite angle and direction of 

the world we are all used to trying to be a part of.. the life we 

should be grateful to share … as I observe the world above my lil 

ole self, I look to the moon and and think of G-d, my ancestors, the 

animal Kingdom , admiring the trees colliding with the 

Andromeda….:. Long story short – Tonight after a day of utter 

despair — I saw a brain in the moon. The crescent half full on one 

side … right looking up and left from the moon itself… the other 

side of the empty circle filled with invisible star dust and ether .. 

the dark side of my heart almost… and for a moment I saw the 

human head or the left and right ventricle of the skull and flesh of a 

brain… I wonder if the moon led us to biological advancements in 

brain research or if our generation has forgotten why we mean to 

exist and think at all. I love you G-d. Thank you. amen.  



 

CHAPTER 1 

WHAT IS VS WHAT OUGHT TO BE  

 

Author of this Pamphleteer:  Karen Ben-Moyal  

Based off Criticisms Originated from Judaical Studies 

Research Assignment, with Factual Input from Maurice 

Lamm’s Non-Fiction Book, The Jewish Way in Death and 
Mourning 

 

 
Although Maurice Lamm describes the Jewish Way in 

terms of historic facts in holy traditions and rituals, he leaves room 

for the reader’s own interpretation of the works. In my own 

opinion, this writing technique is a breath of fresh air to read. Most 

authors add their own biases into the facts they present, especially 

with regards to religious teachings. Thus, the only way for 

someone to reach their highest point with their Creator, is to 

literally seek fundamental truth, and nothing but the truth. In other 

words, a spiritual analysis must not be included by the author but 

by the reader, who seeks the ancient works of the Torah to learn 



 

the secret teachings of the unknown.  A genuine seeker would not 

look to the opinions of humans to tell him the hidden meanings and 

secrets of the mysteries of our universe. A humble person with 

good intentions looks to the Word of G-d and meditates on the 

Torah’s principles along with their own, to open the bridge 

between G-d and humanity. In Judaism, the afterlife is assumed to 

be unclear but is symbolically mentioned repeatedly in various 

verses of ancient Holy scripture. As all the texts of the Jewish 

prophets were written in Aramaic, Jewish rabbis and scholars 

throughout the ages  have interpreted their own definitions and 

meanings behind the meanings of life and death, which happens to 

be the most common question a human being will ask at more than 

one point in their lives. This book review aims to analyze the 

messages formed from Maurice Lamm’s, “The Jewish Way in 

Death and Mourning,” while comparing it to my own thoughts and 

perspectives over the symbolism of Jewish scripture to attempt to 

explain the Word of G-d in regards to burial and ritual services 

connecting eternal life in death. 



 

Why do only the good die young? And why do we say that 

we will see our loved ones again one day when someone we love 

dies?  Meditate on the clichés passed down through generations of 

man, you’ll soon find out that innocence is killed by our loving G-

d because it is needed at a different place in another dimension in 

another time space to accomplish something greater than itself here 

on Earth, hence the reason, “Only the good die young.” A soul 

mate is a lover, family member, friend, or significant being you 

find in every lifetime, that is precisely why, “you will see them 

again someday,” you just will not remember them as they are now, 

although you’ve felt as though you have known them for eternity. 

This feeling is genuine, for you have literally, probably known the 

significant soul in your life, for many lives past, and will know 

them, forever.  

Finally, there is no soul without body nor body without 

soul. To think your body goes to waste would be as foolish as 

saying that we only exist for a minuscule microsecond in the 

whole-time spectrum of the universe. Take a step back and see, 

you are the universe, we are the universe, the universe is in you as 



 

much as you are in it. Without humans, beasts, oceans, sunlight, 

air, fire, wind, and every other element incorporated into the solar 

system, life itself would not exist, therefore, without your very soul 

existing here on Earth or elsewhere in another form of Earth, you 

cannot diminish---for it would throw off the balance of life as we 

know it. G-d does not make mistakes, humans do. Moreover, every 

human life is recycled and cared for properly so as to not let it 

throw off the grand scheme of it all. There is no beginning and no 

end, that is, not unless G-d decides to cease our existence. 

Otherwise, who are we to ask to mark a time for the end, for every 

time there ever was an end, man received a new beginning. Know 

this, and know your soul, feel the weight of its invisible density, 

once you come to terms with the realization that your soul is a very 

real part of your physical body, you may see your soul as it is, and 

will always and forever be, our soul is our identity, in this life, and 

the next, etc. for all space-time, infinity has no limit, and neither 

does our Maker whom created our infinite universe. One must 

truly begin to accept the wisdom G-d gifts all of us with at every 

waking moment, every slumbering moment, every moment in 



 

between. One could then begin to unlock the next divine door in 

our magic kingdom---with G-d as the one and only Ruler of all that 

exists and all that ever was, all that ever shall be is his, and 

therefore, it is ours. Because G-d is loving in the most selfless way, 

and this is another concept we must dig deep into in order to 

discover and begin to unravel the mysteries the ancients and the 

future children of humanity will grow to  understand know too—

that is, if they are willing. Furthermore, our souls are an ether-type 

invisible substance which is made up of the exact same elements 

our stars and all in nature are made out of. Indeed, our souls are the 

stamps, the ID’s implemented into our DNA for a purpose beyond 

our knowledge, which serve us and G-d and His creations in life 

and in death, or the transition of the two, for our souls are the 

permanent garments which make up the very core of who you are 

as a person, who you were, and who you ever will be. Your soul is 

the tracking device, the label, the tag that you wear throughout 

eternities and beyond. It is your place in existence and a way for 

G-d to distinguish your soul and path from the rest of creation. If 

even one soul cannot be renewed for any reason, which could 



 

never be, but if in theory, the whole weight of the world would 

shift, and mankind would cease to exist. Try and finish the puzzle 

as quickly as you can! If not, that's OK, you'll get another turn 

before you know it. Every end brings a new beginning to start back 

from where you left off. The Torah knows it, the Bible knows it, 

the prophets knew it, Einstein knew it, and I am telling you, what I 

know to be true now. Rather than keeping this essay short, I have 

put meaning into it, because why write over such a deep topic of 

discussion if you aren’t going to take anything away from it?  

Everything is a sign, look around and keep your head 

focused on the straight ahead and up above, for the answers will 

never come to those who do not let their souls out of their chests. 

The only way to set your soul to freely communicate with G-d is 

when facing space or looking above yourself to pray to your King. 

Your soul opens up completely when you sleep, I believe this can 

explain dreams, and the fact that the universe is constantly 

expanding means the universe has no ending, not until our Ruler 

decides to stop life for his children, until or if that ever happens, 

we must continue respecting the traditions of the ancients in death 



 

ceremonies and in life, because the living assist G-d on Earth by 

preparing the body and customs needed for the transition of the 

many new beginnings of our loved ones deceased. The text clearly 

states that helping with the burial of a friend, relative, or any 

human, is the greatest mitzvah one can do for them. Ask yourself 

why this duty is coined the greatest mitzvah? Because you are 

working hand in hand with G-d to prepare your loved one with a 

smooth transition into their next existence. Helping create new life 

in the midst of despair coupled with levels of immense mourning, 

death is typically a period of horrific time, an on-going and 

intensely painful period of tragedy for a human being, which is 

why G-d understands our pain, and because our Creator is so 

empathetic, so loving, so kind, G-d makes death as easy as can be 

for us, relatively I mean. For example, death is something that G-d 

could take away, or He could make us all understand where we go 

or what happens once we take our last breath in each life. 

However, the truth of how our souls travel and how space-time 

actually exists in a portal of dimensions, which travel backwards or 

forwards and in between time-space dimensions, wherever you are 



 

meant to be next, when you are meant to be reborn is only known 

to the Cosmos, and all the while the soul is en route via black 

holes, and yes I said black holes, which suck you in until your 

whole body disappears into space itself, you become invisible, not 

torn apart like some seem to mistakenly believe. The body cannot 

travel through time, the soul can travel if it has a venue and a 

vacuum, all natural and all very real in our universe. Take 

Einstein’s time-travel equations and E equals MC squared, which 

combine creation and time into space, and makes sense of the 

relationships and variables the collaborative efforts can be broken 

down by way of equations and Moyal brackets, or by way of 

quantum theory mechanics, in which energy emits from the body 

through light to travel in or out of a space time, from one space-

time to another, our souls can leave the body through the speed of 

light if our body emits enough of that energy to survive the travel 

without dying, well you may be like me, or like Einstein, or 

perhaps Abraham can relate, as all or one of us may have fallen 

into a fire at some point in our lives to experience the chemical 

bonds which sweep us to another existence, the journey in and out 



 

and spiraling up or/and down, all the while knowing yet not 

knowing, to whom you are speaking to as you travel so fast down a 

spiral of real-life photos too fast to get a good look at any one of 

them, millions take you down the dark spiral into a place of being 

afraid yet unafraid, because you know you are not alone. In fact, 

you are speaking directly to a distinct red color, a red dress as it 

were in my case, a woman with a red dress, whom G-d knew I 

could make sense of in my mind so as to be able to trust and ask 

over and over again: “Is this death? Is this death?” She does not 

answer nor do the spirits which cannot be seen behind her but you 

can feel them with you, and as you’re going backwards yet 

forwards in what seems to be a very vivid, unreal dream, one will 

awaken on the ground, face up, looking up at the terrified faces 

you cannot distinguish above you, lying in a place you cannot quite 

recall, wondering who you are, who the faces are, where you are, 

what you are, and a few seconds later, you recognize you are back 

on Earth; it is the feeling of having gone to another place which is 

indescribable unless one experiences it, and waking up in a foreign 

world far, far away, millions of lightyears away at least, it is 



 

somewhere so deep into another world and so foreign to what we 

can comprehend in our simple human minds to grasp just yet, 

however, one thing you’re certain of is that you were definitely not 

in the same plane of existence moments before your brain is able to 

catch up with your soul which can travel much faster without it of 

course. And most who’ve tried to explain what they had seen or 

where they had gone, see the same bright red in the middle of a 

tunnel, the redness for everyone is different. Some don’t remember 

their trip at all, some travels last minutes, some go into a long 

coma before waking back up either here or in the world to come. 

Which brings me to the next issue worthy of discussion, but--- 

Simply put, G-d  rewards the mourner after the transitioning of a 

their loved one, because of the fact that his children have to be 

killed to live again. G-d does not want any of us in any pain we do 

not deserve. He does not believe that we should ever die as long as 

Adonai is Governor of the universe, so He will always show mercy 

over the humans that go through the pain of helping bury their 

loved ones and who are simultaneous in assuming their loved ones 

are gone forever.    



 

Additionally, it only makes logical sense that G-d can only 

bring back a life once the dead are ready to begin living again. So, 

essentially, G-d is working with his creations to, “bring life to the 

dead and restore the living.” For, just as the cover of Lamm’s book 

puts it, that “Death is a night that lies between two days.” If you 

follow the pattern I have just laid out, the equivalent to this quote 

could be the opposite of its entirety. One could add, based on the 

former book quote, that if death is a night between two days, 

therefore the statement, “Life is a day between two nights,” would 

also ring true. In other words, the gap between lives lasts for a day 

between two periods of death, while the gap between two deaths 

lasts between the two life spans or lifetimes. And thus, even on the 

cover of this book, or in the first sentence of chapter one of, “The 

Way of Jewish Death and Mourning,” the hints give blatant clues 

to which the obvious is pointed out to us. I have also noticed 

Rabbis or Jews I have grown up with have never referred to the 

World to Come as it is, they justify it as the public eye sees it and 

describe it as a place they’ve made up from generations of minds 

with huge imaginations. I counteract with this method of learning, 



 

why start listening to human beings when it comes to explaining 

the incomprehensible? My view of the World to Come is just as G-

d says it is, that the World to Come is our next world or plane of 

existence we will live out another life in. From dust to dust, death 

is described as showing up at night, or death, for the preparation 

cycle for a new day or birth to be reborn. If you help your loved 

one go through this in all of your pain and agony, you are assisting 

with the most incredible creation known to man. You are literally 

helping your loved one’s soul come back into the creation of man, 

even their World to Come is different from where yours is now, 

you will catch up to them eventually, and your souls will love one 

another unconditionally once more, for all eternity as we know it. 

Judaism is special because it is the only religion that prepares the 

body specifically as G-d needs it to be prepared for the World to 

Come. Jews take good care of the dead so they may enjoy life to its 

fullest next time around. If you ask me, that is one of the most 

beautiful signs of G-d’s love for us and vice versa, He eases the 

pain of those suffering by condescending himself and lifting his 

creations to be part of his works because G-d is pure love and 



 

empathy for the family who suffers through something that they do 

not yet fully understand. G-d doesn’t have to do anything more for 

us, for he gave us life itself, but his love and his mercy are far 

greater than ours, and he will let the living who choose to bury 

their loved ones into his world, even if for only a moment, this is 

significant for the night that lies between the two days is just the 

death that lies between the before life and the next one, and just as 

the sun never really sets completely, as it always rises for the new 

day to begin, much like the cycle of the human soul. We arise to a 

new world of light after sleeping in a world of darkness. Life and 

death can be compared to the night that falls and morning that rises 

our sun, each and every day, and can never cease in this cycle. This 

cycle of day and night represents our soul-cycles throughout 

eternity. For, when we emerge from the darkness of sleep at night, 

the sun will always take us into our new day of light. In other 

words, as long as the sun rises in the East each morning, eternal 

life will continue to sustain our souls in a World to Come, the 

moon at night symbolizes the death that creeps upon the light of 



 

the living to make Way for a brand new beginning in a brand new 

life and existence.  

Regarding Christianity’s view of Heaven: Love, joy, loved 

ones, food, shelter, national holidays, religious holidays, land, sea, 

air, fire, wind, nature. What "better" place is there than life itself? I 

have yet to hear this question answered. Because in fact there is no 

better "place" than life itself, and there's no going back either. The 

act of gift giving is a selfless one for both the giver and the 

receiver. In life, gifts are given for the sole purpose of giving. If 

both parties participating in this exchange are truly selfless in their 

intentions, both would act according to the laws of universal 

fundamentals. This would mean that the giver cannot ask for the 

gift back once it has been given, and the receiver should use the 

gift for an unselfish purpose-- the receiver would in turn share their 

gift with others. This here is another basic argument for why death 

could not exist, not in any universe, nor any dimension, throughout 

all space-time. Why would one assume that the gift of life given to 

us by our Creator would ever have to be returned? Life is G-d's gift 

to humanity, it would be silly to assume he would need or ask for it 



 

back, not ever. Once a gift is given, it's yours. However, the human 

receivers must decide how they choose to enjoy the gift. In other 

words. Life is a gift, and it's the greatest gift ever given. Which 

means it is our duty, as the receivers of this precious gift, to share 

our lives with others. The Torah scripture commonly encompasses 

the concept that G-d wants us to live our lives in the company of 

both our neighbors and strangers because our lives are literally 

meant to be shared with other humans. To me, this symbolizes 

humanity's relationship with G-d and more significantly, life itself. 

In other words, the bond that has connected humanity to G-d's light 

since the beginning of time was given to a vessel that was meant to 

receive G-d's light for the sacred purpose of sharing G-d's wisdom 

with others. This beam of light that created the universe, also 

known scientifically as the Big Bang, was not only able to inhale 

this wisdom of G-d, it could exhale or reproduce it, for the sole 

intent of giving birth to man. Let there be light is the link between 

the Big Bang explosion and Genesis, an explosion of energy took 

place at the beginning of our universe, nonetheless, both science 

and G-d are one in the same. Science is used to explain as many 



 

miracles as it can, through the study of G-d's work. This original 

wisdom that was the light could also interpreted as G-d breathing 

into a vessel that inhaled the Word, and let it go for others to share 

in its glory. It had already been decided upon out births that this 

the gift of life belonged to us, forever and ever. Only once we 

realize we must share our permanent gifts with mankind and vice 

versa, we will reach our highest potential. In other words, if we 

embrace the most selfless act of giving and receiving, the ultimate 

purpose of our infinite existence will reveal itself.  

Another significant argument that I can make is Mozart and 

his inexplicable ability to write a symphony the first time his 

fingers touched the piano’s keys. No one has ever been able to 

explain this phenomenon, except by simply saying it was chance or 

that these things are rare, but happen. The answer is much deeper 

and more complex than this half-way thought out and unfinished 

response. Looking at the bigger picture: What could be the only 

explanation to such an event, besides chance that is? You can also 

compare Mozart’s “stroke of genius” to similar 

renowned occurrences around the world. The same reasoning is 



 

disguised when doctors are unable to explain why people come out 

of comas knowing a completely different or extinct language they 

had never even heard of. There are many documented instances 

where humans have had a near-death experience and woken up 

with a new skill they never possessed, some have even woken up 

with different accents that could not be explained. When you think 

about it logically, there is only one answer to explain how Mozart 

was able to write an orchestrated symphony his first time playing 

the piano. The only possible explanation requires you to utilize an 

intense knowledge of reason and have a strong belief in the 

foundations of faith. Judaism has clearly handed down the answers 

to these secret teachings quite blatantly, yet the human mind 

cannot seem to hang onto what they cannot comprehend. But 

perhaps the whole point is to make all of this nearly impossible for 

the human mind to understand. However, Judaism is based on both 

high levels of reason and full faith in one Almighty G-d. With 

these two put together, one can discover more than they ever 

thought possible.  



 

The only things that cannot be explained in this world are 

commonly ignored and devoted to chance when they should be left 

up to faith. The argument for the existence of G-d is another 

argument for another day, but to sum it up, something cannot come 

from nothing. Period. This leaves the existence of G-d as the 

strongest argument to why us humans are here today. Furthermore, 

when something cannot be explained, faith and G-d are what you 

should look deeply into.  Faith is meant to be deep, look at the 

complexities of our human bodies and of the minerals and 

foundations of life itself. It's not easy to stack your cards in 

something you cannot see or that isn't tangible, but, is chance 

tangible? And what is a coincidence if you really think about it? 

Where did the term coincidence begin? It began when the minds of 

humans were not able to explain an ironic event in their lives so 

they decided to come up with an alternate resolution to ease their 

confusion, but it never really answered their initial questions. Does 

it? I argue that Mozart had to have already acquired this skill 

previously for him to be a musical genius without having 

developed any prior skill for it. Theories such as, “It happens” or 



 

“It was luck” are not good enough.” If a baby is given a toy, it 

learns how to grab the toy, and slowly works to become an expert 

at grabbing things using the motions of their body. This takes 

practice yet it's one of the most basic steps we learn in our infant 

years. If you meditate on this, you must ask yourself how many 

other options are there to phenomena such as that of Mozart? You 

develop skills through practice. I will also argue that since this is 

true, one must already contain the knowledge of said skill to be 

able to play an instrument as if they had played it all their lives. 

Quite literally, their souls have been playing it throughout their 

lifetimes. This is also answers why some possess the ability to 

speak another language they never heard of, or how some people 

can become the next Picasso having never picked up a paintbrush, 

not in this life anyway. 

Déjà vu 

It is common knowledge that the explanation for what deja 

vu is, feels like, or is caused by, has never been discovered. 

Scientists, psychologists, doctors, researchers have yet to discover 

the cause of Deja vu, let alone describe what Deja vu truly feels 



 

like-- does anyone really know an accurate way to describe this 

sensation? What if I told you that the feeling of Déjà vu, that is, the 

feeling or sense that you've been somewhere like this before, or 

perhaps have felt the exact emotion(s) in a similar situation which 

you are very certain happened, yet can't quite describe/recollect; 

what if I told you that this feeling/sense you nor anyone has ever 

been able to pinpoint or accurately describe could be triggered by 

the subconscious of your soul? I believe through my ancient Israeli 

roots, knowledge and study of Judaism up so far, and based off my 

relationship with G-d, that Déjà vu is another unexplained 

phenomenon which can only be explained soundly through faith. 

Therefore, humans are still puzzled by the unknown, among such 

are dreams and the mysteries of déjà vu. Human minds are not 

constructed to hold enough capacity for such things. I believe déjà 

vu is another piece of solid evidence one needs to explain the 

“afterlife.” What if déjà vu is just your soul telling your gut 

something of significance?  Your soul has seen many lifetimes, 

who’s to say your soul doesn’t communicate with the rest of your 

organs? Especially if the soul feels an emotion that only the soul 



 

can sense, since our bodies are only temporary and our souls are 

forever. Déjà vu occurs when one’s soul finds itself surrounded by 

a presence or leftover vibes bouncing off specific situations in this 

life. After all, your soul is like a treasure chest buried deep within 

you, it holds the most value you’ve collected throughout all of your 

existences, until today. This includes lessons, relationships, 

personality traits, knowledge, etc., and anything else, including 

memories, from previous lives. That box is attached to you at all 

times. The feeling of déjà vu could most correctly be compared to 

your soul notifying your brain and even other parts of your body, 

to call attention to a significance you can’t quite put your finger 

on. You know you’ve seen or heard or maybe even felt this feeling 

before, yet you cannot know why or what it really is that you are 

feeling. This is the nostalgia of your soul being emitted into parts 

of your current vessel to remind, warn, or just call attention to your 

receptors in the brain of a nostalgic-like essence being presented to 

your mind at the very moment déjà vu hits. This feeling also leaves 

your mind as quickly as it came into it. Before you even get to start 

questioning it, it has already begun to return to its source, locked 



 

away into the depths of your soul. It has left humans confused for 

centuries, yet, the answer is in the definition of déjà vu. The 

answer is actually most likely in the questions one normally asks 

themselves when déjà vu hits. The individual asks themselves: 

“Wait, haven’t I been here before? I feel like I have done this 

before but I don’t know how because I have never physically been 

here, but wait a minute, I have been there.. But I can’t remember 

how I’ve been here…” This goes on for a few seconds and then the 

individual is left with a puzzled sense of confusion that typically 

goes away seconds or minutes after the phenomenon occurs and 

has gone “away.” The answer that explains déjà vu is a shockingly 

parsimonious one: You feel as though you’ve already been 

somewhere or done something that mirrors a realm of what you are 

currently doing because -- you have already been there, or, you’ve 

been taught a similar lesson in a past life and your soul sent you 

your “cosmic” nostalgia that you will need to trigger a sense that 

will help you accomplish a certain task. Sometimes, we build our 

futures with ancient glory without even leaving the corners of your 

mind and body. You just need reminding of these lessons learned 



 

from time to time, wherein the circumstances you are currently in 

are triggers. Is that not what nostalgia is in the first place? Meditate 

on this question. Thus, Déjà vu is your soul’s nostalgia.  

The answers to the most complex mysteries of the universe 

are quite literally buried into our inner-cores, the souls of our 

beings. When a sign is sent to us, we automatically assume this 

sign is coincidence, we don't leave room for fate or destiny or the 

Hand of G-d as a very valid explanation to what is. When you 

perceive things as they are, you begin to let go of the misguided 

perceptions of what society has led you to believe. Do not look at 

things how others perceive them, look at them from your 

perception. Test out the signs you receive, you start to realize these 

signs are part of your life's guide to fulfilling your purpose here on 

Earth. When people ignore these signs, or when people ignore G-

d's outstretched arm, we are ignoring our destinies, we are ignoring 

out duties to mankind. Thus, if we do not fulfill our purpose in this 

lifetime, we do get to continue in our next one. However, if you do 

not try to understand G-d or you take the words of humans over the 

Word of G-d as your reasoning, you will keep straying further and 



 

further away from your destiny, and this also means you are 

preventing yourself from ever truly experiencing self-worth and 

the greatest happiness for you and the ones you love. For if one 

fulfills their dreams which stem from a passion that is your life's 

goal, you are also achieving ultimate satisfaction and euphoric joy 

for your soul.  

Death is concept distorted by the imaginations of men. No 

one can come back to tell you what death truly is so why on earth 

would humans just assume death means no more existence for the 

seemingly nonfunctioning soul? In Judaism. G-d tells us that our 

souls renew, that they live on for eternity with G-d. What is a soul 

without a body? Is it anything at all? What came first in creation? 

The soul came first, the body followed. Some Christians will argue 

Heaven as being a different place in the cloud where good people 

ascend. I will often argue a point derived from Adam and Eve that 

Christians always bring up when it comes to this argument. Both 

Christians and Jews can agree that all humans were born immortal, 

that is, until something changed this thinking in the Garden of 

Eden. Christians will often argue that this is humanity’s 



 

punishment, they state that we have to die because Eve sinned 

against G-d’s Word while G-d remains ruling over us for all 

eternity. This is not the case. It is my firm belief that the story of 

Adam and Eve signifies a lesson that most have never caught a 

glimpse of. The apple that Eve ate despite the Will of G-d was G-d 

showing His creations, for the very first time, that we have free 

will. He wanted to show us that we as humans are not meant to be 

slaves to an all-powerful puppet master. Rather, we have choices 

and the ability to make those choices ourselves. Above all, it is 

important here to note that, G-d does not make mistakes. If we 

humans were born immortal, we are still immortal. G-d would not 

destroy the life he created for a human to make room for another 

brand new creation. All teachings of the Torah tell us that Judaism 

is a religion focused on embracing life instead of focusing on an 

afterlife.  

G-d specifically governs His universe’s peoples to embrace 

life, and not death. However, what is life without death? How can 

one truly cherish anything, whether it be inheriting wealth,  taking 

advantage of a one-sided relationship, knowledge of possessing 



 

eternal life, or, any other privileges a human is born into without 

having ever acquired it themselves and without threat,  know they 

will always have? In other words, only through fear of loss can one 

live truthfully, faithfully, and spiritually to their fullest? When one 

has nothing to lose, it means they have nothing to life for. If you 

have nothing to life for, not only do you lose your sense of 

purpose, you disregard the value of your life, your sense of the 

differences between good and evil weaken, right and wrong 

become intertwined without any consequences. If people were 

born knowing they were immortal, suicide rates would be sky 

rocketing, no one could possibly dream of wanting to gain 

anything nor will an army vow to fight for something if they know 

they are immortal. Just as G-d wishes to live on for all eternity 

with His creatures, He wants His creatures to live on with him. 

Humanity is the way this is done. “From dust to dust” is a 

commonly misinterpreted statement. From the dust of Earth man 

was created in G-d’s image. If you were going to a Heaven that 

wasn’t Earth itself, you would not return to dust, you would float, 

into the sky. If someone is told that life is fragile and given an 



 

ultimatum that involves not breathing ever again, they will surely 

cherish this life now, and hang onto G-d to support us and He will 

always cling to us. Back on the topic of Adam and Eve, G-d new 

that humans would be attracted to sin, and they would inevitably 

sin throughout their imperfect, human lives. The poison that Eve 

digests is a symbol of the poison we must work to keep out of our 

own digestive systems. In other words, it’s a sin that G-d uses as 

an example to teach that He will always forgive as He forgave 

Adam and Eve.  Although, with the threat of hard power, G-d 

knows that Humans will  be devoted in their own lives, committed 

to studying His Word and establish justice for all if there are 

incentives in doing so. G-d commanded men to live by His word 

alone, if man chooses to live by His Word, man can eventually 

receive their just rewards with the biggest one being the answer to 

the most debated question besides why we are all here in the first 

place, is what happens when we die is unraveled in every life, but 

only those who wish to seek the absolute truths of G-d and keep on 

the path of light and not stray to idol worshipping darkness, will 

receive the wisdom of the afterlife through a binding covenant with 



 

their Father. Adam and Eve were forgiven, humanity does not have 

to die for humanity, there’s no eye for an eye in the eyes of G-d. In 

other words, we will always be naturally recycled, born from the 

dust makes sense, going back to the dust without renewal of birth 

is the same thing as taking a soul away from his or her family, 

land, and home to live on in G-d’s upper kingdom. Heaven is just 

the stars. I believe that the stars are G-d’s angels, in no way are 

they depicted as they are on television. This too, however, is a 

topic of discussion for another time.  

 We can claim the definition to birth and other parts of life 

because we know what comes next. In death, we do not. Which is 

why it is ludicrous for us to think death is the end of the road for 

those who've run their course. In reality, we are only running one 

of many courses we've already run or will run again. I'm simpler 

terms, you and I and every single human being on this planet have 

literally, "Been there, done that." Except in a different galaxy in a 

different time-space on a whole other solar system located within 

another dimension.  



 

Perhaps we are striving to fulfill a certain destiny within 

each of our existences. Perhaps we fell short of this destiny in our 

previous lives. Perhaps this life is a chance to redeem our purpose. 

This, at its core, is the meaning of life. To fulfill your purpose; that 

of which is led to you through your inner most passions. It's up to 

you to follow them. If you succeed, you must have the closest 

relationship with our G-d and G-d of our ancestors, the one and 

only supreme G-d. Build your bridge close to his glory, follow the 

signs and your primal instincts. Be forever grateful and well aware 

of all of this at all times. That is, keep in touch with the Creator 

who gave you the path worth living today. You'll soon discover 

possibilities and uncover answers that you once believed to be 

nearly impossible to reach. Reach your heart’s truest desires by 

fulfilling a destiny your soul has waited lifetimes to accomplish. 

Knowledge is the vessel which latches from G-d’s Will onto you, 

if your mind allows your heart to embrace the truth. The dots are 

there. These are the signs that go by constantly throughout a 

human being’s life, the key is to connect those dots before the 

hourglass of your current existence runs its course. “You are not 



 

responsible for finishing the work, but you are not free to walk 

away from it either.” This quote from one of the five Books of 

Moses says a great deal. It is up to us to work peacefully side by 

side out Father in Heaven, to achieve the happiness that every 

religion stems from. Truth is, every religion in this world was 

created from the same G-d. Therefore, every religion has truth in it 

and something you can take from it to help guide you on the path 

towards inner enlightenment to figuring out who you are and why 

you were put here. If you really want to get technical, I could argue 

that all mankind is one religion. Religion of G-d, who cares what 

name you stick to it, G-d is one with all humankind and 

humankind is one with G-d. In the case of this particular book 

review, I unintentionally borrowed Karma and reincarnation, (to an 

extent), from Buddhism, and tested my life experiences up until 

now to connect my Jewish heritage to explain that which cannot be 

explained. Word of mouth is the reason for the distortion of all 

religions, however, if you dig a little deeper and follow your 

premonitions in life, G-d will show you “The Way.” This Way is 

hidden in symbols within Jewish scripture and texts and can be 



 

brought to life only though an open mind and free spirit with  a 

sense of childlike wonder in regards to believing. Do you believe 

in magic? The religions of the world would say magic is in the 

very breath you are breathing, the elements you mix from the Earth 

to turn into pills and medicines to cure the most life-threatening 

diseases, magic is the letters in which my magical flesh is typing 

through the magic of my body made in G-d’s image. In sum, faith, 

knowledge, and guts are required to explore the truth in all things. 
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